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MISSION
ACCORDING TO UNIVERSITY PROTOCOL

Mission
KMC is committed for development of human resources by providing quality education, knowledge and application through designed system to ensure constructive leadership to meet out the needs of students, patients and society at large.

To complete this mission, KMC will:

- Offer undergraduate programme for rural area of Sindh, Pakistan.
- To identify needs in the province and country which it serves & priorities.
- Promote research activities, engage knowledge networking, emerging technologies and work with national and international health institutions.

PUMHS-NAWABSHAH (SBA)

Vision:
- Aims to be one of the country’s leading academic Medical Institution dedicated to:
  o Impart knowledge
  o Promote Research
  o Provide Services to patients and Public across the globe.

MISSION:
- To develop institution as a Center of Excellence.
- To produce Medical Professionals according to international standard.
- To Increase significant range of human knowledge and understanding through research of international excellence continue to make professional Education available to all regardless of economic or social status.
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